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Hawai’i: A Natural History 
PART 2: Islands and Volcanoes

Cool! But what do volcanoes have to do with 
Hawai’i?

Ok, we’ve now covered a bit about Hawai’i’s 
history and its islands. Now we have to talk about 
volcanoes! Volcanoes are cracks in the Earth where 

lava escapes into the air (or the water).

Well we have a lot of volcanoes in Hawai’i! Check 
out this video: CLICK HERE

Volcanos are pretty amazing!

Did you know that every single one of the 137 
islands in Hawai’i is actually one (or more) 

volcanoes! Some are older than others, and some are 
bigger than others. 

The following explanation can be kind of 
tricky to understand at first. So don’t get 
discouraged if you need to study it a bit to 

finally understand!

I won’t get discouraged! 

Video 1.6

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Kr2VrV1hO6WwwAX7MYtckvvAqAL2GbFZ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gZBrpPAPjXkuy0ESi3M3vHN3q31caLZ3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SYvkyJRNnGyjB7PuWxrrIJ8m3S1jgjD_/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19HbQip7udmYByA8VyEdcX7QXiKx673NP/view?usp=sharing
https://safeshare.tv/x/GHbAaYWP_Mw
https://safeshare.tv/x/ss607e2623945bd
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First of all let’s look at the Earth. 
 CLICK HERE 

Did you know that part of the inside of the Earth 
is made of liquid rock? We call that the mantle. 

On the outside of the Earth there is another part 
that floats on top of the mantle. We call this the 

crust. 

All of the oceans and all of the land in the world 
rests on top of the Earth’s crust! 

The crust isn’t just one big piece though, it 
actually looks like a jigsaw puzzle. 

And the crust puzzles slowly move in different 
directions. The fancy term for this is plate 

tectonics. 

That’s already a lot of information. Check out 
these videos, pictures, and games on the left to 
get a better idea of what I’m talking about. 

Here is how it works, in the Earth’s crust at 
the bottom of the Pacific Ocean there is a huge 
hole that goes directly into the mantle. We call 

this a hot spot.  

From that hot spot magma is constantly pushed out 
from inside the Earth. Once magma hits the air (or 

water) it’s called lava.  
When lava leaves the hot spot it will cool down and 
form lava rocks. There are two main types: `A`ā and 

Pāhoehoe.

RESOURCES


Plate tectonics 1

CLICK HERE


The Earths layers

CLICK HERE


Plate tectonics 2

CLICK HERE


Ok, the outer layer of the Earth is made of 
different pieces that move around. So what does 

that have to do with Hawai’i?

TANGENT: ‘Ike Hawai’i


Learn about Pele, the goddess of fire. Try to find connections between the Hawaiian stories and 
the scientific conclusions! For videos click HERE and HERE

Different 
kinds of lava rocks


CLICK HERE


Video 1.7

Video 1.8

https://safeshare.tv/x/ss607e26823eb42
https://safeshare.tv/x/ntt8nwrH0oU
https://safeshare.tv/x/ss607e26b32c0c7
https://www.amnh.org/explore/ology/earth/what-is-earth
https://www.amnh.org/explore/ology/earth/plates-on-the-move2/game
https://safeshare.tv/x/39803104
https://safeshare.tv/x/ss607e272e74c45
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1V4byt4yFowVKTNYX3shQZI5wXfZChjPJ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BfuYZn-qYJ08BioBRp5czDy-vua3ayJW/view?usp=sharing
https://safeshare.tv/x/0DzL7hv8G7k
https://safeshare.tv/x/dk6h0wmPaEw
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As more and more lava comes out of the hot spot, it 
will slowly form an underwater mountain. The lava 
will be coming out of the top and sides of the 

mountain for thousands of years. 

The mountain will grow and grow until it’s so big 
that it grows out of the water. We now have an 

island! 

The mountain will keep growing bigger and bigger 
and bigger, until... 

It just made one of the Hawaiian Islands!

RESOURCES


Hot spot animation

CLICK HERE


Hawai’i formation 1

CLICK HERE


Hawai’i formation 2

CLICK HERE

I think I get it. Hot lava turns into rock and 
makes an island. So are there a bunch of hot spots 

that make each islands?

Great question. Nope. There is only one hot 
spot!  

Do you remember we talked about how the Earth’s 
crust pieces slowly move in different directions? 

The piece of crust that is below Hawai’i is called 
the Pacific Plate, and it moves in the North-West 

direction. 

So while an island forms, the Pacific Plate will 
slowly move it away from the hot spot, then a new 

island will form again! 

That’s how we have so many Hawaiian Islands!

How to 
find North-West:


Find the sunset, 
now look a little 
bit to your right. 
That’s  NORTH-

WEST!


Hawai’i is moving 
that way!

This is where 
the hot spot is!And this is the 

direction the islands 
are moving:

North-West

Video 1.9

Video 1.10

https://safeshare.tv/x/yZh1VnJ-MLs
https://safeshare.tv/x/ss607e27912e538
https://safeshare.tv/x/ss607e27bf058b2
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1br2bdRZ2_167ctKBPLmBQ856VjSB2BN7/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1m6-pYGrUymEyba-dsQkeNztBlvJGNMKs/view?usp=sharing
https://safeshare.tv/x/LpbVP2BM200
https://safeshare.tv/x/oISK7Q9Dvys
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Now that you know all of this, can you write 
down, in order, the youngest Hawaiian island to the 

oldest Hawaiian island? Just do the main eight 
Hawaiian Islands.

I think this is a good time to write down some 
things you might not understand yet. 

youngest... 

...oldest

Don’t forget, you can always send me your questions 
whenever you need help!

Now that you know how the islands were formed 
and that all of Hawai’i is made of volcanoes, let’s 
talk more about them. All volcanoes in Hawai’i are 

shield volcanoes.

Shield volcanoes have three stages of growth: 
active, dormant, and extinct. Can you find the 

answers to these questions: 
1. What is an active volcano?
2. What is a dormant volcano?
3. What is an extinct volcano?

Things I don’t quite understand yet! 

Video 1.11

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kB3SKgrcq7o3nzj48kkw79iXZps5CjxM/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18c0_oHVjIuLc9m8XCzMxllwiPTEOCrvt/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17cfQI336QkyY1bIPk6vot9c3bl_8a2Ry/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1uWr8P__9gc9PAPd9UcLYbhroGpSQkIs2/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qKYET132PuWWv9JEyxZ-CvubOhuYDFbr/view?usp=sharing
https://safeshare.tv/x/DUegT9ri1nI
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ANSWERS 

1. ________________________________________________

2. ________________________________________________

3. ________________________________________________

Great! Let’s try to find a bunch of them. Here 
is that same map. This time the arrows are pointing 

to some of the volcanoes, can you fill in the 
blanks?

My name is Mauna 
Wai’ale’ale. I’m a volcano on 

Kaua’i. Am I active, dormant, or 
extinct?


_____________

There are two 
extinct volcanos on O’ahu. 
Can you find their names:


____________


____________

Maui also has two 
volcanoes:


Haleakalā and Kahālāwai.

One is dormant and one is 
extinct. Which is which?


____________


____________

The Big Island is made of 5 volcanoes! One of 
them is the tallest mountain in the world (if you 
measure it from the bottom of the ocean). Another 
one is the most active volcano in the entire world!

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NlfwlTMAphNAK5vOGfr7AiK652JDHm1A/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LUSMKBHH2fmcoHOatoa9h6k36KI7FjHE/view?usp=sharing
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This is the tallest 
mountain in the world! 

What’s its name?

How tall is it?


__________________


___________

This is the most 
active volcano is the 

world.

 What’s its name?


_______________

I think it’s time for a little research project. 

Not too sure about this! What do I have to do?

I’d like for you to draw all of Hawai’i and find 
all of the volcanoes! (Or make the islands out of 

play dough if that’s an option) 
You’ll also have to find their elevation, and some 

other facts about them!

1. Get a big sheet of paper.
2. Draw (or mold) the Hawaiian islands.
3. Find the names of the volcanoes on each island.
4. What is each of their elevation?
5. When did they erupt last?
6. Color and make it pretty!
7. Add one more interesting fact about each

volcano
8. BE CREATIVE!

Research 
Time!

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gCdp5TAWonyLu7EUF6q-m49UrPOCpJuQ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fMpY0tWsWKdR6FE-phTFoaLspwAslF6H/view?usp=sharing
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RESOURCES


A new island in Hawai’i

CLICK HERE


Kīlauea Volcano

CLICK HERE


Haleakalā dormant volcano
CLICK HERE

Did you know that in 2018, Kīlauea volcano on the 
Big Island of Hawai’i erupted at a different spot 
than normal? There were a bunch of lava flows that 
destroyed houses! It caused a lot of damage and 

some people were injured, nonetheless it was quite 
incredible. 

You should watch some videos: 
CLICK HERE

I can’t wait to hear about all of the volcanoes 
you found. Honestly, I don’t even know all of them. 

And I definitely don’t know all of their 
elevations. I’m looking forward to learning from 

you!  
Maybe your family wants to learn too!  

Can you pick two people that you’ll share 
your research with?

Person 1: _________________________________ 

Person 2: _________________________________ 

Here are a few more videos I found that you might 
find interesting, and that might help with your 

research!

Can you find someone, maybe a family member or 
a friend of your family that was on the Big Island 

during that time? I’m sure they’d have an 
interesting story to share with you.

TANGENT: Reading and Writing


People having been writing stories about 
volcanoes for as long as writing has been 

around. 

Can you get creative and write a fictional story 

(made up) that has a volcano in it? Be as 
creative as you want!


And use some of our vocabulary words!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZvpZ0pNWxAU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=888nbjvkNts
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mSVpdxpF3dE
https://www.washingtonpost.com/video/local/weather/hawaii-residents-evacuated-as-volcano-erupts/2018/05/04/b19380aa-4f83-11e8-85c1-9326c4511033_video.html
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wUVgYbP0tUHN1KcLVaGbNBPNXxlyXxYZ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1picTbZsVRIKmaZpcIJ2c5-uF9HG1-_S-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11UMvWQSHClOWjMvZJ0Kb2FYz-tCXA82z/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1L463_dmlLuA0m7v81B3Dm7hHxlhhYplG/view?usp=sharing
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I think it’s time to take all this information 
you’ve learned and go on a virtual Huaka’i (field 

trip)!

Yeah! We’re are we going?!

I’m going to take you to three different 
places around Maui. I don’t want to spoil the 

Huaka’i so I’m not going to tell you exactly where 
yet!

This virtual field trip will have three parts, 
each one is about 10 to 15 minutes long. You don’t 

have to watch all three parts at once! 

Here are a few questions to answer while you join 
me on the field trip:

Where are we going: 
PART 1:____________________________________________ 
What is a Pu’u?____________________________________ 
Why are there less plants at the top?______________ 
___________________________________________________ 

Where are we going: 
PART 2:____________________________________________ 
What is this place known for?______________________ 
___________________________________________________ 
What kind of lava rock is found here?______________ 
___________________________________________________ 

Where are we going: 
PART 3:____________________________________________ 
What is erosion?___________________________________ 
What is the main cause of erosion at this location? 
________________________________________________

Video 1.F1

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DldLDN7vN9OWGH9wDQN09iDKZMaBbX7C/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14hhTRuuXlXlv8hzPJ4ai7TW6iQn7L53B/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nNY4H8Q2YieipOddeniGGCiVgK8Hlvbk/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AkOJjakNo6Q3RUggWL4n8SEoR9hJoUkQ/view?usp=sharing
https://safeshare.tv/x/oISK7Q9Dvys
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VOCABULARY


Volcano


 Mantle


Crust


Plate tectonics


Hot spot


Lava


Magma


Pacific plate


Shield Volcano


Dormant


Extinct


Active


Elevation

That’s it for volcanoes! There is a lot more, for 
sure. I know this can be a hard subject. Do you 
have some questions for your teacher, or for me?

Questions and things I want to talk about 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SDh3E_xaSUsrd0NYqdLookmr4pM8Q4fz/view?usp=sharing
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